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“... and so they are casting their problems on society 
and who is society? There is no such thing! There are 
individual men and women...” 

- But see Naomi Klein, “This Change Everything”
(Capitalism versus the climate)
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What is GAIA?!

1- One of the greek primordial godesses, “gaea”, 
meaning Earth

2- Scientific theory (hypothesis?) proposed by James 
Lovelock (name suggested by his neighbour in Kent -  
writer William Godwin, winner of Literature Nobel Prize 
in 1983)

Lovelock:
- invented electron capture detector, to detect CFC's;
- 1961, NASA missions to search for life in Mars;

James Lovelock (2000). Homage to Gaia: The Life of an Independent 
Scientist. Oxford University Press. 
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GAIA seen through Daisyworld

- Two varieties of daisy are the only life forms: black daisies and white 
daisies

- White petaled daisies reflect light, black petaled daisies absorb light

- Computer simulation tracks the two daisy populations and the 
surface temperature of Daisyworld as the sun's rays grow more 
powerful. 

- The surface temperature of Daisyworld remains almost constant over 
a broad range of solar output.



GAIA on Earth

- Regulation of salinity in the oceans
    
- Regulation of oxygen in the atmosphere
  
- Regulation of the global surface temperature
  
- Processing of CO2

“Gaia is the series of interacting ecosystems that compose a 
single huge ecosystem at the Earth's surface.” - Lynn Margulis 
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USE LESS STUFF!!!!!!

3R's – Reduce, Reduce, Reduce!!!!



Healing GAIA 

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/spm.html

GHG emissions in 
2004 in terms of CO2-
eq.



Forestry and agriculture

- main tropical forests: Brazil, Indonesia, Democratic Republic of 
Congo

- but also US, Russia, China (large covers).... then everyone!

- And Portugal?! Bus experiment...

- Sustainable agriculture



Energy supply 

Dirty fossil fuel energy companies → Energy companies
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ENERGY REHAB!!!



Energy supply 

Dirty fossil fuel energy companies → Energy companies

BP=British Petroleum   → Beyond Petroleum →  lies Gulf of Mexico
(since 1954) (2001) spill...

- “Oil firm invested billions of pounds in clean and low-carbon energy in the 
80s and 90s but later abandoned meaningful efforts to move away from fossil 
fuels and locked away the research“   - Guardian, 16 April 2015

- “Inside Exxon’s Great Climate Cover-Up: From Early Climate Change 
Researcher to Epic Climate Denier” 
http://www.democracynow.org/2015/9/24/inside_exxons_great_climate_cover_
up
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But renewables are unreliable, right?

- Actually... No! 
- Sun, Wind and Water
- July 9th, 2015 – Denmark produces 140% of its electricity from 
wind



But renewables are unreliable, right?

- Why Germany and Denmark energy revolution is working so well: 
energy local co-ops!!!

- Mark Z. Jacobson:  “A Plan to Power 100 Percent of the Planet With 
Renewables” - Scientific American, 2009;

- The Solutions Project, with Mark Ruffalo (Hulk!) and Josh Fox 
(Gasland); - developed individual WWS energy plans for each of the 
50 United States. 
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- Led by 350.org; 

- James Hansen: “350 parts-per-million (ppm) of CO2 in the 
atmosphere is a safe upper limit to avoid a climate tipping 
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Divest/Reinvest

- Led by 350.org; started in 2007 

- James Hansen: “350 parts-per-million (ppm) of CO2 in the 
atmosphere is a safe upper limit to avoid a climate tipping 
point”...  

First they ignore you, 
then they laugh at you, 

then they fight you, 
then you win.

Mahatma Gandhi



Divest/Reinvest

- Divestment campaign launched in 2012, Bill Mckibben's Rolling 
Stone article, with 3 numbers:
2 degrees Celsius; 565 Gigatons (budget); 2795 Gt (piggy bank) 

- Right now: 436 institutions and 2,040 individuals across 43 
countries and representing $2.6 trillion in assets have committed 
to divest from fossil fuel companies

- Norway national fund: largest sovereign wealth fund, $900 
billion;

- Rockfeller heirs (http://www.democracynow.org/2014/9/22/)

- What about Portugal? Calouste Gulbenkian anyone?

http://www.democracynow.org/2014/9/22/


ONE MILLION CLIMATE JOBS

URL: http://www.climate-change-jobs.org/

- Downloadable 68-page booklet;

- “To halt climate change we need drastic cuts in the amount of carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases we put into the air. That means 
leaving most of the existing reserves of high carbon fuels in the ground. 
We need workers to insulate and retrofit homes and buildings to 
conserve energy. We need workers to build enough renewable power to 
meet all our energy needs. And we need workers to maintain the new 
systems the future of humanity depends on. This booklet calculates and 
explains how we can allow for a just energy transition for workers, 
society and the planet.”

http://www.climate-change-jobs.org/


ONE MILLION CLIMATE JOBS: Total Jobs 
and Emissions Cuts (UK alone)

Total number of jobs:

Electricity     400,000
Transport     310,000
Buildings      185,000
Industry        25,000
Education  35,000
Agriculture, Waste 
and Forestry  45,000

TOTAL 1,000,000 jobs

Total amount of cuts in CO2 emissions:

             CO2 before    CO2 after     Cut

Electricity 145 Mt         7 Mt    95%
Transport 178 Mt       30 Mt    83%
Buildings  97 Mt         5 Mt    95%
Industry    108 Mt        31 Mt    71%

                                  
TOTAL        528 Mt       73 Mt         86%

- calculated over 20 years;



What would the future look like?



2050 – Fusion energy?
● Main Advantages:

          - Virtually unlimited cheap fuel   
             (D+T: from sea water + lithium)
          - No danger of runaway reactions

          - No nuclear proliferation

          - Reliable power load energy

● Main drawbacks:

           - Materials, wall activation

           - Tritium breeding (from Lithium in 
        blanket) 

           - Need for strong magnetic fields, 
        superconductor coils

           - Instabilities, possible disruptions

● Most of these to be addressed by ITER, 
under construction in Cadarache, to 
begin operations in 2020 (first plasma)! 

"Every time you look up at the sky, every one of those points of light is a reminder that fusion 
power  is extractable from hydrogen and other light elements, and it is an everyday  reality 

throughout the Milky Way Galaxy." 
--- Carl Sagan, Spitzer Lecture, October 1991



What would the future look like?

- “The more clearly we can focus our attention on the wonders 
and realities of the universe about us, the less taste we shall have 
for destruction.”  - Rachel Carson

- Naomi Klein - “The right to regenerate”

- George Monbiot - “Rewilding” and the concept of “trophic 
cascades”
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